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** SEND IN THE MARINE – JOIN TEAM NICHOLSON! **
(name),
You may have heard about my story. I’m running for the U.S. Senate in Wisconsin as a
conservative Republican, and I gained a lot of attention recently when a news story broke about
my parents:
They made a big donation to extreme liberal Tammy Baldwin, my Democrat opponent.
Here’s the rest of the story. As I shared on “Fox & Friends,” I grew up as a Democrat, and I was
a Democrat as a young adult. But, as I saw the destruction and the division the Democrats were
causing in our country, I left the Democrat Party and became a conservative Republican. And I
became even more conservative after fighting in Iraq and Afghanistan as a Marine.
I need those who believe in DEFEATING radical Tammy Baldwin to join Team Nicholson. She
has been one of America’s most liberal senators – it’s time to Send In the Marine to take back
Washington!
(name), I’m a committed conservative Republican to my core because of the life experiences
I’ve had. These experiences are what have shaped my worldview:
●

Serving as a U.S. Marine in Iraq and Afghanistan ripped away any illusions I had about
the nature of our world.
● Getting married and having three children – nothing will make you more conservative
than raising your kids to understand that you don’t spend more money than you have,
you fight to defend innocent life, and that we all have a role to play in protecting our
American experiment.
● Working to help businesses solve their toughest problems in my professional career has
given me a unique perspective on how our runaway federal government has held
America back.
● Realizing that common sense solutions are the only solutions that work in real life.
Empty, feel-good rhetoric does nothing to help people achieve their hopes and dreams –
and that’s all the liberal Democrats like Tammy Baldwin have to offer.
Let me be clear, (name): I am in this race for the same reason I joined the Marine Corps in the
middle of two wars: because America is worth fighting for.

Just like I fought in combat, I will be the first to fight every day for freedom, opportunity, and the
integrity of our Constitution in the U.S. Senate!
Believe me, Democrat “leaders” like Chuck Schumer, Elizabeth Warren, and Nancy Pelosi won’t
know what hit them.
Please JOIN Team Nicholson at this critical time with a $3, $5, $10, $20, $35, $50, or $100
special contribution, or more if you can. Every bit of support is a huge help!
DONATE TODAY TO SEND IN THE MARINE
Video
Like many giants of the conservative movement, including President Ronald Reagan, I was not
born and raised as a Republican. Rather, my conservative worldview was informed by real-life
experience. And today, I’m proud to have the support of conservative leaders like Senator Ted
Cruz and Ambassador John Bolton.
I know exactly what I believe in – faith, freedom, and a stronger America. I will always stand and
fight for our shared principles as Wisconsin’s next U.S. Senator!
We are working hard every day to inspire and unite Republicans to defeat Tammy Baldwin, and
win over undecided voters with the truth about her D.C. insider priorities and radical-left record.
I want to protect and empower American families, and it’s vital that we share our message far
and wide.
So please, help Send In the Marine to take back Washington – and fight alongside leaders like
Senator Ted Cruz to advance President Trump’s agenda. Thank you in advance for any level of
support you’re able to help with – I’d love to have you on board our team.
Semper Fi,
Kevin
Kevin Nicholson
Conservative Republican for U.S. Senate (Wisconsin)
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